
AN UNMATCHED MPN  
THAT’S HASSLE-FREE
ONLY ANTHEM CAN DELIVER THESE ADVANTAGES

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION 
MADE SIMPLE
Managing an MPN can be complicated—but not with Anthem 

Premier MPN and Anthem Premier Plus MPN.* We take care of 

the details so you can spend more time on your business and 

less time being frustrated by paperwork.

DATA LEADS TO ACTIONABLE INSIGHT
Since we are the MPN, we have the ability to effectively manage 

network performance. We analyze every specialty, looking at treatment 

and physician performance to identify top doctors and optimized care 

for injured workers. And we keep an eye on cost by continually refining 

our network and intervening in claims that meet certain criteria. 

You’re in control
We offer our clients a full range of consultative reporting solutions, 

so you always know where you stand. Our innovative analytical tools 

extract information from your organization’s data to deliver insights 

that help you proactively manage your total claims costs.

Reports to maximize savings and increase efficiency:
• Network performance

• Network penetration

• In-network provider referral

• Predictive claims modeling

• Trends in claim costs

• Performance management

• Medical bills detail

• Network medical bills savings

• MPN network management

• Claims alerts

• Current industry topics

• Ad hoc client reports

*Anthem Premier Plus MPN includes access to the Kaiser network

We handle:
• MPN filings

• Provider contracts

• Compliance requirements

• Document tracking

• Appointment scheduling

• Physician performance 

analytics

• Network refinements  

for improved outcomes

• And more

One of the nation’s  
largest networks

Strong relationships  
with providers

Significant discounts

More data and the analytical 
know-how to make it actionable

An outcomes-based MPN that’s 
like no other on the market

YOU GET MORE WHEN  
YOU PARTNER WITH



APPOINTMENTS MADE EASY
Our Medical Access Assistant provides full-service scheduling so it’s simple to 

successfully secure compliant appointments, from straightforward initial care 

requests to complex specialist appointments. We have a successful track record 

for placing even the most complicated, difficult cases. That’s something other 

companies can’t match because they don’t have the relationships with providers 

that we do. It’s just one more advantage of partnering with Anthem.

Medical Access Assistant lets users:

KEEPING YOU COMPLIANT
Automated online tools enable us to update data in real time, complete and 

track communications, customize MPN plans and maintain clear, compliant 

documentation. Plus, 24/7 online access lets you update providers around the 

clock so you’re in total control of your network. 

You can begin using your MPN immediately—there’s no need to submit  

an MPN filing, no delay of revenue and no postponement of cost savings.  

We handle the details.

Anthem Compliance Toolkit
A suite of secure online tools that gives clients  

what they need to be in compliance

Track provider-specific appointments

Search for available appointments with a primary treating physician 

or specialist within the access standards and time frames

Review past appointment selections (accepted or declined)  

by injured workers

YOU CAN TRUST US TO GET IT RIGHT, RIGHT FROM THE START
To learn more about how we can make your job easier, call Anthem Workers’ Compensation at 877-232-8440.
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